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a b s t r a c t
For the boundaries of each chronostratigraphic epoch on Mars, we present systematically derived cratersize frequencies based on crater counts of geologic referent surfaces and three proposed ‘‘standard’’ crater
size–frequency production distributions as deﬁned by (a) a simple 2 power law, (b) Neukum and
Ivanov, (c) Hartmann. In turn, these crater count values are converted to model-absolute ages based
on the inferred cratering rate histories. We present a new boundary deﬁnition for the Late Hesperian–
Early Amazonian transition. Our ﬁtting of crater size–frequency distributions to the chronostratigraphic
record of Mars permits the assignment of cumulative counts of craters down to 100 m, 1 km, 2 km, 5 km,
and 16 km diameters to martian epochs. Due to differences in the ‘‘standard’’ crater size–frequency production distributions, a generalized crater-density-based deﬁnition to the chronostratigraphic system
cannot be provided. For the diameter range used for the boundary deﬁnitions, the resulting model absolute age ﬁts vary within 1.5% for a given set of production function and chronology model ages. Crater
distributions translated to absolute ages utilizing different curve descriptions can result in absolute
age differences exceeding 10%.
Ó 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Formal detailed planet-wide stratigraphic systems have been
derived for most terrestrial planets and satellites (e.g., Tanaka
and Hartmann, in press). They are based on regional and global
geologic mapping, and establish relative ages for surfaces and of
units discriminated by superposition, morphology, albedo, composition, impact crater densities, and other features and relations
(Wilhelms, 1990; Tanaka et al., 1994; Hansen, 2000). Mapping
and stratigraphic analysis of Mars’ global geologic structure was
largely based on Viking Orbiter image data (Tanaka, 1986; Scott
and Tanaka, 1986; Greeley and Guest, 1987; Tanaka and Scott,
1987) and is divided into three periods (Noachian, Hesperian,
Amazonian), which have in total eight epoch subdivisions. Each
of them was related to referent map units and crater densities
(Tanaka, 1986; Tanaka et al., 1992). After Mars Global Surveyor
(MGS; Orbital insertion date, 11 September 1997, Launch date, 7
November 1996), however, a clearer understanding of the physiographic characteristics and geologic evolution was afforded by
topographic data of the Mars Orbital Laser Altimeter (MOLA) and
additional image data of the Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC), both
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onboard MGS. In particular, Tanaka et al. (2003, 2005) used these
datasets to signiﬁcantly revise the discrimination and age of geological units in the northern plains (to be extended to a global
map). Moreover, the updated map of the northern plains (Tanaka
et al., 2005) resulted in two new deﬁnitions applied to the global
stratigraphic scheme of Tanaka (1986). First, the pre-Noachian period was deﬁned as the age of primordial crustal rocks underlying
and predating but incorporated as fragments within Early Noachian outcrops. The second major change was to redeﬁne the Early
Amazonian referent as the Vastitas Borealis marginal and interior
units.
The time-stratigraphic classiﬁcation of the Vastitas Borealis units
of Tanaka et al. (2005) is based mainly on superposition relations
among the geologic units as well as the overall density of craters larger than 5 km in diameter for each unit from the crater catalog published by Barlow (1988, revised 2001) and the epoch boundary
crater density values given by Tanaka (1986). Werner et al. (2011)
revisited this time-stratigraphic evaluation by investigating the crater size–frequency distribution at selected type localities. That work
revealed (1) possible resurfacing events recorded for craters <3 km
in diameter, as well as (2) the lack of precise ﬁts of crater size–frequency distributions to the Hesperian–Amazonian stratigraphic
boundary as originally deﬁned at multiple crater diameters. Nevertheless, that work showed that for craters >3 km in diameter, the
statistical ﬁt ages for the Vastitas Borealis units are quite uniform.
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It also resulted in a revision of the 1 km reference crater frequency
for the Hesperian–Amazonian boundary deﬁnition.

apply to the geologic history of Mars. We provide an approach to
redeﬁning the crater-density deﬁnitions for the martian epoch
boundaries ﬁrst described by Tanaka (1986) and updated for the
Late Hesperian–Early Amazonian transition (Werner et al., 2011).

2. Brief summary of the crater counting technique
3. Crater-size frequency description
For optimal dating of cratered planetary surfaces, geologic mapping and crater count statistics need to be combined. Mapping provides delineation of materials by geomorphic and perhaps other
characteristics based on natural breaks in the rock sequence, and
crater count statistics provide a quantitative tool for deﬁning relative ages and modeling absolute ages. The theoretical concept and
mathematical background of age-dating techniques based on crater counts was developed in the 1960s and 1970s and summarized
by the Crater Analysis Techniques Working Group (1979). The
determination of model absolute ages on Mars and other solid surface objects is based on the application of a crater-production function and a cratering chronology model. The crater-production
function describes the expected crater size–frequency distribution
recorded in a geological unit at a speciﬁc time, and is, when scaled,
comparable between planetary bodies such as the Moon and Mars
(e.g., Neukum and Wise, 1976; Hartmann, 1977; Neukum and Ivanov, 1994; Ivanov, 2001). For the transfer from Moon to Mars one
requires the ﬂux ratio of impactors of various sizes between the lunar case to Mars considering celestial mechanical aspects and
knowledge of how the conditions of crater formation differ from
one planet to another. These conditions are mainly deﬁned by
the respective gravity and target properties of the impacted bodies
and are accounted for by using appropriate crater scaling laws (e.g.,
Ivanov, 2001). The transfer of relative into absolute ages by the use
of a chronology model is based on the assumptions that (1) the crater-production function – the original size–frequency distribution
– is accurately known (e.g., Ivanov, 2001, originally in Neukum
et al. (1975)) and stable with time, (2) the ﬂux of projectiles onto
the surfaces is isotropic, and (3) any target–property variations
across the target body are negligible. With these assumptions,
the crater densities measured on planetary surfaces that have been
exposed for the same amount of time are equivalent in age. Relative ages based on the number of craters N(D, t) are given for a
ﬁxed diameter D (e. g., 1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 16 or 20 km); these are commonly referred to as ‘‘crater-retention ages’’ (Hartmann, 1966).
The crater chronology model applied is based on measurements
of the crater size–frequency distribution on areas of the Moon,
which are linked to radiometric ages retrieved from lunar rocks
sampled and returned during the Apollo missions. This crater chronology model is transferable to other planets and solid surface
bodies, assuming that all bodies have suffered from the same bombardment history (e.g., Hartmann, 1973; Soderblom et al., 1974;
Neukum and Wise, 1976; Hartmann, 1978; Hartmann et al.,
1981; Neukum and Hiller, 1981; Strom et al., 1992, and an attempt
to unify in Hartmann and Neukum (2001)).
However, each standard crater size–frequency distribution is
correlated with its individual lunar chronology model. Therefore,
the diversity of crater size–frequency distribution (SFD) shapes
(most recently e.g., Ivanov, 2001; Hartmann, 2005) and the combination of ﬁtting the crater SFD and translation to absolute ages has
resulted in differing deﬁnitions of the epoch boundaries (Hartmann
and Neukum, 2001). Therefore, later attempts try to overcome this
issue (e.g., Hartmann, 2005; Fassett and Head, 2008). While Hartmann (2005) suggested ranges in ages for each of the epoch boundaries, Fassett and Head (2008) used single representative boundary
crater-density values as deﬁned by Tanaka (1986) to anchor different production functions and to calculate the boundary deﬁnitions.
We offer a method that results in model ages and isochrons yet
continues to reﬂect the major time-stratigraphic divisions that

Traditionally there are two types of crater size–frequency distributions that are commonly used to portray crater densities on
Mars: cumulative and incremental (which are binned) To enable
comparison between these types, we sum the incremental version
(Hartmann, 2005) and use it in a similar manner as other polynomial expressions, so that it is easy to calculate ﬁtting parameters.
According to the given incremental isochrons (Hartmann, 2005)
we derived its individual cumulative production function. We
compare these shapes with a minus-two power-law distribution
(Fig. 1A) on which Tanaka (1986) ﬁtted his counts for Hesperian
and Amazonian lava ﬂow units primarily for the 1–5 km diameter
range. Comparing the three distribution descriptions using a twosample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test limited to crater diameters between 1 km and 200 km, the two crater size–frequency distributions are similar to a simple 2 power-law distribution with a
91.6% conﬁdence level. However, the two crater size–frequency
distributions compared with each other reach only a conﬁdence level of 87.5%. A similar comparison is shown by Ivanov (2001), who
chose the incremental version for graphical display. In both
descriptions, the differences between the two curve shapes are
largest in the diameter range between 2 and 20 km with a maximum at about 7 km. The cumulative description used here is given
in a polynomial form:

log10 Ncum ¼

11
X

an ½log10 ðDÞn

ð1Þ

n¼0

with the coefﬁcients an listed in Table 1. a0 is the parameter, which is
used to shift the curve along the y-axis by a non-linear least-squares
ﬁt (Marquardt, 1963; Levenberg, 1944) and translates the crater frequencies to absolute ages. Commonly used martian chronology functions are: (1) N (D P 1 km) = 2.68  1014 (e6.93T)  1) + 4.13 
104 T (Ivanov, 2001), (2) N (D P 1 km) = 3.22  1014 (e6.93T)  1) +
4.875  104 T (Hartmann and Neukum, 2001, presented only graphically) and (3) N (D P 1 km) = 4.4246  1014 (e6.93T)  1) +
6.8158  104 T (derived from Hartmann (2005)), which result in progressively younger ages if ﬁtted to the same measurement. The lunar
chronology model is described by: N (D P 1 km) = 5.44  1014
(e6.93T)  1) + 8.38  104 T (Neukum et al., 2001).
4. Revised chronostratigraphy for Mars
Global correlations of martian stratigraphy are based on
mapped referents and crater densities (e.g., Tanaka, 1986; Tanaka
et al., 2005). In areas where smaller-crater diameters were not
counted previously, a simple extrapolation based on a minus-two
sloped cumulative distribution was made for calculating reference
crater densities (Tanaka, 1986). Model absolute ages can then be
placed on these boundaries, based on ﬁts of crater production
curves (e.g., Hartmann and Neukum, 2001; Hartmann, 2005). However, these ﬁts are not necessarily representative, because they depend on the choice of the crater production curves, which must ﬁt
crater-retention ages deﬁned at multiple diameters. This makes it
difﬁcult to compare epoch assignments based on different combinations of chronology and production function. These variations
are shown in Fig. 1. Tanaka (1986) used a range of diameters to deﬁne martian epoch boundaries based on a variety of published data
as well as his own measurements. Moreover, progressively larger
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Fig. 1. Fits of the different crater size–frequency distributions to the boundary deﬁning crater numbers according to Tanaka (1986) and Werner et al. (2011). The different
cumulative crater size–frequency distributions are shown in comparison (A). Fits for the different polynomial production functions (PF) are given in (B) for a minus-two
power law (following Tanaka, 1986), in (C) for a cumulative version of the incremental description by Hartmann (2005) following his 2004 version, and in (D) by Ivanov
(2001). The polynomial coefﬁcients are listed in Table 1. The resulting crater frequencies for diameters not described by Tanaka (1986) are given in Table 2. Absolute ages
calculated using the chronology model (CM) of Ivanov (2001) are always older compared to that of Hartmann (2005) when calculated for the same ﬁtted crater frequency.

diameters were useful to delineate older surfaces, due to their
greater preservation vs. smaller craters. Now that crater production functions are commonly used to ﬁt model ages to crater distri-

butions, it is desirable that crater density boundaries for epochs
should be ﬁxed to particular diameters. From this baseline, one
can ﬁt a crater production function to the designated boundary
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3.00
3.40
3.57
3.85
3.96
0.387
1.45
3.46
3.65
3.74
3.86
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b

a

Derived according to ﬁt a minus-two-slope power law (Fig. 1B), and values from Tanaka (1986), Tanaka et al. (2005) and Werner et al. (2011); those in bold are retained in our new scheme.
Derived according to ﬁt of Ivanov (2001) SFD in Fig. 1D.
c
derived according to ﬁt a cumulative version of Hartmann (2005) SFD in Fig. 1C.

1
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16
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1
5
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200
1
2
8
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100
200
7
24
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787
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5
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125
200
391
782
6
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122
427
624
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7859
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1866
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781
1250
6400
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600
2100
3067
4907
19,315
38,630
160
600
2100
4050
6481
12,667
25,334
160
600
2100
3125
5000
25,600
51,200
319,032
1.19637e+6
4.1873e+6
6.11465e+6
9.78344e+6
3.85129e+7
7.70257e+7
590,608
2.21478e+6
7.75173e+6
1.4951e+7
2.39216e+7
4.67571e+7
9.35142e+7
16,000
60,000
210,000
312,500
500,000
2.56e+6
5.12e+6
Late Amazonian
Middle Amazonian
Early Amazonian
Late Hesperian
Early Hesperian
Late Noachian
Middle Noachian
Early Noachian
Pre-Noachian

Age (Ga)

b
c
b
a
c
b
a
c
b
a
c
b
a

and then deﬁne the boundary with a model absolute age. This then
enables deﬁning the model absolute age range for a given epoch
based on the particular crater production function and the lunar
vs. martian cratering ratio used.
For the Amazonian, we used the N (D P 1 km) crater retention
age values to deﬁne the epoch boundaries, as originally deﬁned
by Tanaka (1986) for the beginning of the Late and Middle Amazonian Epochs. However, given that Tanaka et al. (2005) redeﬁned
the beginning of the Early Amazonian as based on the Vastitas
Borealis units, the new N (D P 1 km) is assigned to
2100  106 km2 based on recent counts by Werner et al.
(2011). This value results from measurements in a few unit areas
where no apparent resurfacing occurred; however, most of the
units’ surfaces have been modiﬁed to the extent that most craters
smaller than 3 km in diameter seem to be obscured. In these cases,
this number represents the extrapolated value of N (D P 1 km)
when the crater production function is ﬁtted to the larger, more
reliable crater diameter range (D > 3 km).
The beginning of the Late and Early Hesperian Epochs are deﬁned by ﬁts to N (D P 5 km) of 125 and 200  106 km2 respectively as deﬁned in Tanaka (1986). Similarly, the beginning of the
Late and Middle Noachian Epochs are based on the N (D P 16 km)
values of 100 and 200  106 km2, respectively. We use a non-linear least-squares ﬁt by preferentially weighting the above listed
boundary values (and also printed in bold in Table 2). The weights
are related to the size of the error bars, and our anchor points are
considered to have no error, while the others have the uncertainties of the range listed by Tanaka (1986). Intercepts with N
(D P 1, 2, 5, and 16 km) can be calculated using the crater production function of Ivanov (2001), the cumulative version derived
from Hartmann (2005), or a minus-two sloped distribution, and a
martian to lunar cratering rate as discussed by Ivanov (2001) or
a chronology function derived here which ﬁts the Hartmann isochrons (Hartmann, 2005). The values are documented in Table 2.
These new ﬁts permit comparison of previously determined crater
retention
ages
in
the
literature
with
this
revised
chronostratigraphy.
A statistical evaluation of the ﬁt quality per epoch boundary is
not signiﬁcant due to the small number of points (between 1 and
4). On average, all the distributions represent the boundary deﬁnition within 99% conﬁdence levels. The resulting age variations
amount to 1–1.5% (Table 2) based on comparison of the given sets
of production function and chronology model ages. However, if the
best-ﬁt relative age and the chronology function are not a homogeneous set, the errors can reach 10%. For cratering statistics at
smaller diameter ranges (less than 1 km), the crater size–frequency

c

a0 equivalent to a surface age of 1 Ga.
a0 equivalent to a surface age of 1 Ga following Ivanov (2001) and would be
different following other chronology models.

b

a

b

a

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
3.383677b
‘‘Minus-two’’

D P 16 km per 106 km2

0.00005805492
0.0006232845
0.004753462
0.01180639
0.06755923
0.1015683
0.3630098
0.4860814
0.7915374
1.256814
3.197453
3.383677a
Ivanov (2001)

D P 5 km per 106 km2

0.00070349
0.0023664
0.0108278
0.04034
0.0568509
0.256181
0.109792
0.7735
0.0111926
1.25281
2.65407
3.1665a
Derived from Hartmann (2005)

D P 2 km per 106 km2

11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

D P 1 km per 106 km2

Coefﬁcients for the 11th order polynomial cumulative description

D P 100 m per 106 km2

n

Epoch

Table 1
Coefﬁcients for the polynomial cumulative description according to Eq. (1).
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Table 2
Crater frequencies and their model absolute ages for lower boundaries of martian epochs at speciﬁc crater diameters. For the ﬁts different size–frequency distribution (SFD) shapes were used: (a) a minus-two-slope power law, (b) the
description by Ivanov (2001), and (c) a cumulative version of the description by Hartmann (2005). The age is derived from the chronology model of (b) Ivanov (2001), and (c) derived from Hartmann (2005). The anchor points are printed
in bold. The Early Noachian–Pre Noachian boundary deﬁning crater density is an open issue.
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distributions are incompatible with a simple 2 power-law
distribution.
5. Open issues
The assignment of crater-density values to epoch boundaries for
Mars relies on the caliber of the referents used and their ability to
retain impact craters. It may be that future geologic mapping will
establish improved referents for the epochs. Given that most surfaces on Mars have been exposed for billions of years and have
been subjected to various resurfacing processes indicates that
some inaccuracy is involved in the assignment of crater-density
boundaries to the chronologic epochs. One open issue is whether
the changing measured shape of the crater size–frequency distribution can be solely attributed to resurfacing processes or rather
is due to a change in the projectile population (Barlow, 1990;
Strom et al., 2005; Head et al., 2010). Additionally, as already
pointed out by Ivanov (2001), Hartmann and Neukum (2001), as
well as Fassett and Head (2008), the three crater production functions used here differ most in the diameter range between 2 and
20 km, and this requires a detailed description of the utilized function sets and boundary ﬁts.
The crater chronology models applied here are based on measurements of the crater size–frequency distribution on areas of
the Moon, which are linked to radiometric ages retrieved from lunar rocks sampled and returned during the Apollo missions. How
the impactor ﬂux evolves with time, which allows absolute ages
to be derived from crater frequencies, is an area of active debate.
It is uncertain whether the ﬂux underwent a smooth decay or
had one or more early peaks. Recent planetary formation models
(Gomes et al., 2005; Tsiganis et al., 2005; Morbidelli et al., 2005)
suggest that due to the migration of the giant gaseous planets
within a disk of planetesimals, a cataclysmic Late Heavy Bombardment period of the terrestrial planets occurred. This potential Late
Heavy Bombardment period would have occurred about 700 myr
after the planets formed (3.9 Ga ago), based on the radiometricdating of lunar rocks and their constituents thought to have
formed during that period (e.g., Tera et al., 1974). Boundaries deﬁned with absolute ages prior to 3.9 Ga will have to be assigned
to different cratering rates. The precise shape of the cratering ﬂux
between 3.9 and 3.5 Ga is undergoing research (e.g., Morbidelli,
2010; Bottke et al., 2011). Moreover, occasional spikes in crater
rate at Mars likely result from Main Belt asteroid family formation
(Bottke et al., 2007).
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